
Run more 
workloads using less resources

Single Command Line Installation
Using read-only permission

Discover Unoptimized Workloads
Based on our recommendations engine

Autonomously Optimize Workloads
Move pods to auto-pilot

Trusted by

About
With 20 years of experience in Cloud Innovation, Security, Web Performance, DevOps, Corporate IT, 
and advanced AI/ML models - GlobalDots now grants businesses privileged access to 
groundbreaking FinOps technologies & services.

Our mission is to help all organizations close knowledge gaps and manage their spend prudently. 
Whether you are a startup or an established enterprise, we’ll customize our solutions to meet the 
unique needs of your IT architecture. We leverage our vast experience from hundreds of successful 
use cases to ensure optimal results.    

Led by a team of seasoned engineers and architects, GlobalDots offers easy end-to-end innovation 
adoption, from consulting to ongoing professional services, proactively introducing newer and better 
solutions to support operational excellence and business growth.

Elastic Pod Rightsizing - Autonomous pod rightsizing using in-place resource 
update capabilities to always ensure your resource requests and limits are 
optimized according to your needs.

Goal-Driven Horizontal Scaling - Analyze and predict scaling triggers with 
business KPIs to scale just-in-time and proactively ensure goal metrics are achieved 
by aligning your KEDA and HPA triggers.

Cost Visibility, Insights And Alerts - Gain real-time recommendations, 
understand your cost structure and detect resource consumption anomalies, 
and get real time alerts accordingly.

Node Headroom - Ensure your k8s cluster is always ready for rapid scale-up 
events and stop your pods from waiting for new nodes to be provisioned and 
improve your latency. 

Get Recommendations

Customize Policies

Optimize Workloads
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All-in-One 
Resource Management Platform for Kubernetes

Before After

Cloud Waste    $164,000
Poor Latency
Repeated Configurations 

Cost   $31,560
Good Latency
Continuous Optimization 

Reduce cloud spend
by up to 90%

Reduce Cost

Eliminate repeated
configuration cycles

Free Engineers
Align resource allocation 

with business goals

Resources Autoscaling

Cloud Innovation Hunters
Book a Demo

Follow Us

Kubernetes 
Auto-Optimization
Platform

Streamlined K8s 
Resource 

Management

https://www.linkedin.com/company/globaldots/
https://www.facebook.com/Globaldots
https://twitter.com/GlobalDots
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcOw7427Mh9qgTZm8X3mM0g
https://www.brighttalk.com/channel/18905/
https://www.globaldots.com/devops-and-cloud-management/cloud-cost-optimization/?&utm_source=asset&utm_medium=onepager/#book-demo
https://www.globaldots.com/

